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Memorializing Wartime Emigration from Japan to China:
Local Narratives and State Power in Two Countries
Bohao Wu
As the most devastating conflict between China
and Japan, the Second Sino-Japanese War
became an integral part of national histories in
both countries during the postwar period. To
commemorate this war, monuments,
cemeteries, and museums were established
both in Japan and China. These war memorial
sites also serve the purpose of education,
presenting their audiences with diverse
interpretations of the same history. Today, the
commemorative sites of the wartime past in
China and Japan possess not only historical, but
also contemporary significance. The different
perceptions of the war’s dark heritage
intertwine with and exacerbate current
politico-diplomatic tensions between the two
countries, perpetuating their contest over
historical narratives.

soldiers, they received little support, and many
died before they could return home. In the
postwar period, the dark aspects of this history
were recorded and represented in popular
culture – novels, movies, and newspaper
reports – in both countries.
Despite the many popular culture and academic
works covering Japanese migration to
Manchuria, the attempt to commemorate this
history through memorial sites has only gained
momentum in recent years. The 2010s
witnessed the creation of new memorials
related to this migration in both China and
Japan, and these soon became sources of
tension in the mass media. In July 2011, the
Chinese media highlighted the “Sino-Japanese
Friendship Garden” (Zhongri Youhao Yuanlin)
in Fangzheng County, Heilongjiang Province
for its newly constructed Name Wall for
Deceased Japanese Pioneers (Riben
Kaituotuanmin Wangzhe Mingluqiang). On
rd
August 3 , 2011, five people went to
Fangzheng and vandalized the monument with
red paint. Five days later, the local government
quietly tore the name wall down amidst
criticism of the monument in the national
media. In Nagano Prefecture, in 2013, a
museum dedicated to Japanese migrants to
Manchuria was officially opened and named the
“Peace Memorial Museum for ManchurianMongolian Development” (Manmō kaitaku
heiwa kinen-kan), prompting criticism in the
Japanese media about its naming and
presentation, particularly from scholars and
former migrants who believed that it
downplayed the suffering involved in the
process.

Among the focal points in these debates was
Japanese migration to Manchuria. From 1931
to 1945, the state-sponsored migration project
settled approximately three hundred thousand
Japanese across today’s northeastern China.
The migration produced dire – and in many
cases, ongoing – memories for those who
experienced it: for local Chinese, Japanese
migrants’ activities in Manchuria were the
embodiment of national humiliation. The
inferior status of Chinese in Manchukuo, as
well as the fact that Japanese migrants took
Chinese farmlands with little compensation,
was hard to bear.1 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn1) For
Japanese migrants, the flight from Soviet
incursion at the end of war, and the chaotic
repatriation in the immediate aftermath of
defeat were sources of bitterness. When
Japanese migrants fled from settlements amid
hostility from Chinese peasants and Soviet
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In spite of the different objectives behind the
construction of each site, their creators
encountered, though to different degrees, a
conflict between local and outside interests. On
one hand, since they received support from
county/prefectural governments or local
organizations, both sites came to be seen as
representing local interests. On the other hand,
narratives attentive to local interests are not
necessarily always in complete agreement with
national histories, prompting those who see
themselves as the curators of national history
to respond in various ways. In the case of the
Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden, the goal of
promoting tourism among Japanese visitors
motivated the local government to provide a
narrative contradicting the official narrative
promoted by the state. Meanwhile, in an effort
to balance the already varied local perspectives
on migration, the Memorial Museum in Nagano
found itself contending with the national media,
which reported aspects of its exhibition that fit
pre-existing national narratives, and ignored
those that did not.

of academic historians, who may, by providing
analyses of socio-economic factors behind local
narratives, contribute to a balanced, dialectical
understanding of these stories.

A Tale of Two Walls: Name Walls in Fangzheng
County as Thanatourist Sites
Originally established in May 1963 as the
Japanese Cemetery in the Fangzheng Region
(Fangzheng Diqu Ribenren Gongmu), the SinoJapanese Friendship Garden in Fangzheng
acquired its current name in 1994. Throughout
the 1990s, the garden underwent several major
renovations using funds donated by Japanese
visitors. 2 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn2) A major
donor group were children adopted by local
Chinese households after the war. The chaotic
flight of Japanese migrants in 1945 had left
many Japanese children behind, some of whom
were adopted by Chinese families. As China
and Japan re-established diplomatic relations in
the 1970s, many adoptees returned to Japan,
while maintaining close relationships with their
Chinese foster families. In 1995, Endō Isamu,
an adopted child who returned to Japan in the
1970s, donated money to construct the Name
Wall for Chinese Foster Parents (Zhongguo
Yangfumu Minglu Qiang) in the garden. 3
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn3) In 2011, the local
government’s decision to construct the Name
Wall for Deceased Japanese Pioneers prompted
criticism in the Chinese state media and
Internet communities, leading the local
government to tear down the newly
constructed name wall and close the garden to
visitors.

Revisiting the narratives presented at the two
memorials sites in Fangzheng and Nagano, this
paper discusses how their respective narratives
were formed and developed, and eventually
were challenged or appropriated by the
national media. In order to understand what
was at stake when the site creators formed
their narratives, I draw on A.V. Seaton and
Pierre Nora’s definitions respectively to
describe the Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden
as a thanatourist site – which turned histories
of suffering into exploitable tourist resources –
and the Memorial Museum in Nagano as a local
lieu de memoire, a site to anchor memorial
heritage for local communities. I then trace
how the two narratives, reflecting particular
local perspectives, maintained a difficult
relationship with national histories, and
eventually were either silenced or co-opted by
the latter. Reflecting on the uneasy relationship
between national history and local narratives, I
then discuss possible interventions on the parts
2
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behind the construction. Recognizing the
economic significance of its labor export to
Japan, the local government issued a
memorandum in 2010, emphasizing the need to
initiate an “image-building project” (xingxiang
gongcheng) in order to make the county “the
base for overseas Chinese in Japan” (lǚri
qiaoxiang). 6
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn6)
Connecting the construction project to the
memorandum, the state-owned media made the
link between the construction plan and the
local government’s decision to promote a local
“image-building project” aimed at Japanese
audiences.

Picture 1: The Name Wall for Deceased
Japanese Pioneers, from Mediachina
(http://www.mediachina.co.jp/newszh/2011
08150702.html), accessed 02/19/2019.

In addition to “image-building,” a more
immediate motivation behind the decision to
construct the name wall was its potential to
boost local tourism, which depended heavily on
visitors from Japan. Since 1984, Fangzheng
County has been a popular destination for
commemoration trips among former migrants
and their descendants. Until 2010, tourists
from Japan had constituted a significant part of
local tourism. 7 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn7) In
addition to former migrants, adopted orphans
who returned to Japan in the 1980s and 1990s
also made frequent trips to Fangzheng County,
and some provided financial support for various
construction projects in the garden. 8
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn8) Although it was
popular among Japanese tourists, the garden
was not accessible to a Chinese audience; it
was open only for group tours from Japan via
appointments with the local government,
possibly to avoid outside attention on the
controversies surrounding nationalist
sentiment about the wartime past.9
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn9) The difference in the
local government’s attitudes towards Chinese
visitors and Japanese tourists fueled criticism
when the garden came under the mass media’s
spotlight in 2011.

Revisiting national media coverage of the
incident in 2011, it is clear that the decision to
construct the name wall became controversial
in several important ways. One line of criticism
questioned the objectives behind the name
wall’s construction. Journalists noted that the
region’s economy depended heavily on its
export of labor to Japan, and concluded that
economic considerations had dominated the
county’s construction plan. According to a 2010
article published in the Party-owned newspaper
Legal Weekend (Fazhi Zhoumo), more than
110,000 local residents, constituting more than
half of the local population, had worked or
were currently working in Japan as guest
workers.4 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn4) Remittances
from local workers in Japan, the article
continued, had made the county one of the
wealthiest regions in the province. The article
stated that this was recognized and even
encouraged by the local government. In its
annual plan, the Fangzheng County
government claimed that its aim was to
establish Fangzheng as the “foremost home for
overseas Chinese (qiaoxiang) in the
LongjiangArea.” 5 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn5)
Furthermore, local officials did not shy away
from elaborating the economic incentives

Reflecting on the practical considerations
behind the construction project, it is possible to
interpret the name wall, along with the rest of
3
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the garden, as a thanatourist site for a
designated group of Japanese visitors. The
deaths of Japanese migrants in Fangzheng
County at the time of Japan’s defeat and the
Japanese settlers’ attempt to flee China in
1945, along with the related stories concerning
their burial and commemoration, had become a
tourist resource for local government. As A.V.
Seaton defines it, thanatourism is a form of
travel for “actual or symbolic encounters with
death, particularly, but not exclusively, violent
death, which may, to a varying degree be
activated by the person-specific features of
those whose deaths are its focal objects.” 10
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn10) As a site articulating
various elements of Japanese migrants’ deaths,
the garden falls perfectly into this category.

wilderness, and mountains… While the
vocabulary can be understood narrowly as an
equivalent to the reclamation and cultivation of
undeveloped farmland for agricultural
purposes, kaitaku can also be used to describe
the expansion of settled communities for the
11
production of mineral and forest resources.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn11)
It is worth noting that, whether used narrowly
to describe agricultural cultivation, or broadly
for the development of natural resources, the
word kaituo/kaitaku suggests that the
resources were previously unoccupied. The
notion of ownership embedded in the word is a
key reason why critics questioned the use of
kaituo/kaitaku – and the use of
kaitiuozhe/kaitaku-sha referring to people
involved in such activities – in the description
of Japanese migration. Put simply, Manchuria
was not an unoccupied land when Japanese
migrants arrived. Therefore, deeming Japanese
migrants “pioneers” not only downplayed the
aggression that enabled the migrants’ actions
in Manchuria, but also touched on the issue
war responsibility: a crucially sensitive issue in
Sino-Japanese relations.

The narrative provided at the site, therefore,
sought to cater to the tourists’ needs. This lent
momentum to Chinese criticism during the
2011 controversy. The official title of the “name
wall” used the word “pioneer group” (kaituo
tuan), and critics voiced strong opposition to
including the word “pioneer,” or kaituo – the
Chinese equivalent of the Japanese word
kaitaku – in this context. The euphemism
embedded in this vocabulary was, and remains,
provocative for Chinese audiences, who are
sensitive to any attempt to suggest a positive
aspect to Japanese invasion during World War
II.

In this sense, the Chinese media found the use
of kaituo unacceptable, as it lent legitimacy to
the Japanese migrants’ endeavors, often at the
expense of Chinese farmers, who lost their land
in the process. For instance, China News
Service, the second largest state-owned media
outlet, cited journalist Yang Lan in an article
deeming the name wall project “absurd,” since
“a memorial wall not only serves the purpose of
recording the history, it is also a sign of respect
and commemoration. [Similarly], could people
imagine a statue devoted to Nazi butchers in
Auschwitz?” 1 2
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn12)
Following Yang Lan, critics argued that the
name wall, as a form of commemoration, is
itself inappropriate for memorializing the
Japanese, whom they would term “invaders,”
not “pioneers”.

What makes the use of kaituo/kaitaku a
sensitive issue? One aspect is the connotations
of the term itself. The word “kaituo/kaitaku”
has similar meanings in Chinese and Japanese.
According to Encyclopedia Nipponica, the word
is used in Japanese to describe activities
through which people increase productivity by
reclaiming places with undeveloped or
underdeveloped resources. As the encyclopedia
explains:
[Kaitaku means that] in order to expand the
sphere of production and settled communities,
[people] develop underdeveloped land,
4
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In addition to the word kaituo, official media
also touched on another sensitive issue, the
victimhood of the Japanese migrants: were the
Japanese migrants aggressors, or were they
victims? Who was responsible for the suffering
of local Chinese, if not the Japanese migrants
directly? The problem is even further
complicated when the social strata of the
Japanese migrants is taken into consideration:
bankrupted by debts and loss of farmlands at
home during the agricultural crisis in the
1920s, many Japanese migrants were desperate
peasants seeking a basic livelihood in
Manchuria. They were both the spearhead of
colonial incursion, and at the same time, “class
brethren” (jieji xiongdi) of those whose
farmlands were taken. The lack of attention to
the complicated, if not contradictory, roles of
the Japanese migrants on the name wall also
invited criticism: as a thanatourist site for
Japanese tourist groups mostly comprised of
former migrants and their descendants, the
name wall naturally emphasized their suffering
and avoided discussing the “dark side” of
immigration. This can be seen in the inscription
on the name wall:

the war, and manifest the preciousness of
peace. This name wall is erected to teach
13
people
across
the
world.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn13)
It is worth noting that the name wall only
offered a description of the Japanese migrants’
experiences in the immediate postwar period,
and avoided mentioning both their activities
before 1945, and the conditions of the Japanese
children adopted by Chinese families after
1945. While the inscription praised locals for
their benevolent deeds, the damage the
Japanese migrants caused them was absent in
the inscription.
However, it would be unfair to simply deem the
narrative provided at the site a monolithic one
celebrating the actions of Japanese settlers. For
instance, the inscriptions on the Name Wall for
Chinese Foster Parents made it clear that the
Chinese occupied the moral high ground by
demonstrating benevolence towards former
enemies:
People of Fangzheng were not indifferent
[towards the suffering of Japanese orphans]
because they were descendants of the enemy.
Instead, they followed traditional Chinese
morality and saved them…To recognize their
honorable deeds, and to commemorate their
benevolence in spite of former hostilities, this
monument was erected to last and teach for
generations
to
come.14
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn14)

After Japan’s surrender in 1945, more than
15,000 Japanese migrants assembled in
Fangzheng, and waited for their return to
Japan. Because of hunger, cold, and disease,
more than 5,000 died in the wilderness and did
not receive proper burial. For twenty years,
people of the Fangzheng County could not bear
to see their remains scattered in the
wilderness, so they collected the bones for
reburial…The deceased in the cemetery were
mostly without names. With efforts from all
parties, some of the names were retrieved and
inscribed in this wall. The goals are three:
First, the goal is to inform [visitors of] their
ancestors’ burial place, so they will not be
forgotten. Second, the goal is to demonstrate
that philanthropic love is the core of human
nature. Third, it is important not to forget what
happened, as it teaches lessons for the future.
[The name wall] should reflect the calamity of

This inscription presents the Japanese migrants
as ‘enemies’, and describes the local people’s
superior morality as worthy of acclaim: local
pride is served, and a sense of moral
superiority over the former enemy is exhibited.
While the site did not emphasize – as the
national media would – land-seizures by
Japanese migrants and condemn them for it, it
did strive to show a sense of moral superiority
through the Chinese foster parents’ acts of
“repaying hatred with benevolence.”
5
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Such an attempt, however, did not succeed.
The national media did not recognize the
narrative provided by the Name Wall for
Chinese Foster Parents, and rejected the
nuanced expression of the Japanese migrants’
dual identities as victims and enemies. In its
article, China News Service called attention to
the fact that the county’s cemetery for Chinese
and Soviet soldiers had long been in disrepair,
questioning whether the local government
risked ignoring the real victims. The article
stated:

national history has always denied the
victimhood of the Japanese migrants. In the
documentary “Unveiling Japanese Pioneering
Groups” (Jiemi Riben Kaituotuan) produced by
the state-owned China Central Television
(CCTV) in 2012, the suffering of the Japanese
migrants is juxtaposed against their roles as
invaders. As stated in the introduction on the
CCTV official website:
In the last century, tens of thousands of
Japanese migrated [to northeastern China] with
a purpose. In the name of “development,” they
came to invade. They scattered and fled after
Japan’s defeat, but the military government of
Japan abandoned them, making their escape
full of misery and sufferings…Countless
tragedies took place on the black soil [i.e.
northeastern China], all in the name of the
“migration” fantasy of Japanese jingoism. 17
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn17)

The door to the cemetery for revolutionary
martyrs is wide open, and the introduction
panel erected at the front gate is broken and
barely readable. Some of the inscriptions are
already weathered. The Cemetery for Soviet
Martyrs is without any protection and full of
wild grass. It is next to the villagers’ woodpile
and the iron chains around the tombstone are
damaged. Meanwhile, the tombstones in the
Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden, which are
dedicated to the invaders, are highly valued by
the local government. Trees are well
maintained, and the tombstone for “Pioneers”
is being taken care of by workers. All buildings
are tidy and clean.15 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn15)

China’s state-owned television is forthright in
holding the “militarist regime” (jun zhengfu)
and “Japanese jingoism” (riben junguo zhuyi)
responsible for the Japanese migrants’
suffering at the end of the war. The Chinese
official media discusses the “dark side” of the
Japanese migrants’ activities. However, the
state media does not dive deep into the
different roles – both as victims and as invaders
– that the Japanese migrants played
simultaneously during the war. Rather, the
media gave a simplified, clear-cut definition by
condemning pre-1945 activities as “invasion”
(qinlue), and sympathizing with the migrants’
suffering after Japan’s defeat. This stance
aligns closely with national historical
narratives, which overwhelmingly emphasize
Japanese aggression throughout the war.

This contrast, the article suggests, shows that
the local government is forgetting “national
humiliation” (guochi) and hurting national
sentiments.16 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn16) From
the perspective of national history, the lack of
commemoration for Chinese and Soviet
soldiers, who were both the real victims in the
Japanese invasion, and the eventual victors,
clashes with the national narrative that hails
the nation’s victory over Japanese invaders. In
this way, by questioning whether the county
had misplaced its commemoration efforts, the
official media reminded its readers of the
official narrative, and dismissed the one
provided at the site.

Partly prompted by economic incentives, the
garden emerged as a thanatourist site for
Japanese tourists, and had to cater to its
targeted visitors by adjusting its narratives
accordingly. Consequently, the garden
developed a narrative that emphasized the

However, the dismissal of the local narrative
presented at the site does not mean that
6
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members of “the Association of Oral History
Narrators of Manchurian Development”
(Manshū kaitaku kataribe no kai) constituted
the majority of the oversight committee for the
21
museum.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn21) Local
participation continued after the museum was
constructed. In 2013, the Association of Oral
History Narrators became a regular part of the
museum’s educational activities. In the “oral
history” (kataribe) exhibition room, former
migrants told – and still tell, mostly through
audio recordings and their descendants’
volunteer work – their personal experiences to
visitors. Due to their continuous participation,
the local population, especially former migrants
from the prefecture, have a significant role in
determining the narrative that the museum
provides.

suffering of Japanese migrants, and diminished,
if not entirely ignored, their roles as
aggressors. This put the local narrative in
direct conflict with the official account given by
national history. In the end, this local challenge
to the national narrative was dismissed and
silenced.

The Memorial Museum in Nagano Prefecture
as Lieu de Memoire
Like its counterpart in Fangzheng County, the
Peace Memorial Museum for ManchurianMongolian Development in Nagano Prefecture
is closely tied to local groups and prefectural
authorities. This can be attributed partly to the
prefecture’s embrace of the state’s migration
project: the region saw widespread poverty
among farming households during the
agricultural crisis of the 1920s, and also faced
political pressure to demonstrate loyalty to the
central government, following the suppression
of radical action among some local youth
groups and others, so the prefecture was the
first to send emigrant groups to Manchuria.18
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn18) According to the
museum, more than 39,000 emigrants left
Nagano Prefecture for Manchuria before the
collapse of the empire in 1945, constituting
more than one-seventh of all Japanese
19
emigrants. (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn19) As a
result, the construction project of the museum
received strong local support. In 2012, the Joint
Committee of the Southern Shinano Prefecture
(Minami-shinshū kōiki rengō gikai) approved
forty million yen for the construction project.20
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn20) Thanks to broad
support from village, city, and prefectural
governments, the museum was completed and
opened to the public in 2013.

Picture 2: The Peace Memorial Museum
for Manchurian-Mongolian Development,
from
Achi
Village
Web
Site
(http://www.vill.achi.lg.jp/soshiki/6/201605
13mannmoukaitakukann.html), accessed
02/19/2019.
Material evidence of local perspectives in the
museum is also abundant. First-hand materials
in the exhibition – postcards sent by migrants
in Manchuria, photos and drawings depicting
their experiences, and diaries written by the
migrants themselves – are largely procured
through donations from locals whose

Not only was there local financial support, but
also, the local community’s involvement in the
museum project was ubiquitous: former
migrant groups in the prefecture were active
during the planning phase for the museum, and
7
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households were involved in the migration
project. The museum also has an exhibition
room dedicated to local activist Yamamoto
Jishō, who contributed to the rediscovery of
Japanese infants adopted by Chinese families in
the postwar period.22 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn22)

communities. Under such circumstances, using
kaitaku [in the name of the museum] raises
concerns. According to a group of researchers
who interviewed former migrants from lidaShimoina, ‘migrants to Manchuria’ is a more
24
accurate way to refer to this group.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn24)

Representing the collective local memory of
emigration to Manchuria, the Memorial
Museum is best understood as a lieu de
mémoire for the local population. According to
Pierre Nora, who popularized this concept in
his Realms of Memory, a lieu de mémoire is
“any significant entity, whether material or
non-material in nature, which by dint of human
will or the work of time has become a symbolic
element of the memorial heritage of any
community.”23 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn23) The
local communities’ active participation in
constructing the museum’s narrative helped
articulate the previously unspoken, collective
memory among former migrants from those
local communities. As a lieu de memoire for the
prefecture, the museum gave voice to a very
local expression of a piece of national history.

The former migrants’ concerns are wellfounded. While Manchuria, especially its
northern half (hokuman), was comparatively
under-populated when the migration took place
in the 1930s and 1940s, Japanese migrants
rarely established settlements in complete
wilderness. For instance, in the first migration
sites established by migrants from Nagano
Prefecture – Iyasaka, Chiburi, and Mizuho
villages – all three settlements were located
near existing Chinese and Korean settlements.
To differing degrees, the migrants in these
villages acquired farmland coercively – whether
through forcible purchase or directly
commandeering – from Chinese and Korean
farmers. 25 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn25) As the
word kaitaku obscures the fact that the
Japanese migrants occupied farmland
belonging to Chinese and Korean peasants,
critics of the term argued that use of the word
concealed the suffering imposed on the Chinese
and Korean farmers.

Under such circumstances, it is not surprising
to see that locals also left their mark on the
way the museum presented the “negative
legacies” (“fu no isan”) of migration, prompting
debates among those who disagreed with its
interpretation of historical events. Like its
counterpart in Fangzheng, the museum also
faced doubts concerning its naming, and the
presentation of the roles Japanese migrants
played in Manchuria. Before the opening of the
museum in 2013, critics and proponents had
been debating whether it was proper to include
“kaitaku” in the name of the museum. It is
important to note that the criticisms of the
term kaitaku came largely from former
migrants. As the Asahi newspaper commented
on January 23rd, 2013:

Proponents of the use of the word kaitaku, on
the other hand, did not accept such criticism,
and argued that kaitaku was used for historical
accuracy, as it was the term used by the
Japanese imperial government at the time.
Because Japanese migration to Manchuria was
historically defined as kaitaku, proponents
argued, the term should be used to represent
the historical phenomenon “as is” rather than
adopting another set of words. Such reasoning
became the official attitude of the museum. The
current curator, Terasawa Hidefumi, explained
this in an article published in the local history
journal Shinano:

Speaking of “kaitaku,” there were many cases
where [Japanese migrants] took farmland-inuse from local Chinese and Korean

Of course, we must be extremely cautious
8
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about the feelings on the Chinese side, who
were the victims of the invasion. Under such
circumstances, the daring decision to use
“Chinese-Mongolian kaitaku” is neither to
beautify and justify, nor to honor and praise it.
Rather, it is to inherit the historical fact
faithfully as it was, by honestly using the
vocabulary used at the time. It is to
demonstrate that the museum’s attitude is to
26
not distort history, but to face it properly.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn26)

side of their activities. As Terasawa writes in
his report on the museum’s construction,
former migrants advocating the use of kaitaku
in the museum’s name believe that their
contribution to Manchuria should not be
forgotten:
Although only a portion of the whole, some
among the former members of migrant groups
argue that “the Manchuria-Mongolia kaitaku
was not a mistaken project. Because we went
there, the agriculture and economy in
Manchuria gradually developed.” People also
argue that “we want the museum to present the
fact that Manchuria-Mongolian development
29
also had many positive sides.”
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn29)

In addition to explaining the use of kaitaku,
Terasawa further argued against the
alternative name “migrants to Manchuria”
(Manshū imin), contending that while imin was
also used by the imperial government, the term
“imin” failed to convey the “expansionist
national policy” that the authorities were
actively promoting.27 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn27)
It is worth noting that although Terasawa
acknowledges the expansionist nature of
Japanese emigration to Manchuria, he mostly
assigns the responsibility to the imperial
government rather than to the emigrants. Such
an explanation aligns with the museum’s
overall narrative, in which the emigrants are
exonerated as victims, and the blame for
Japanese conduct throughout the empire falls
almost exclusively on “national policy”
(kokusaku).

Although Terasawa dismisses these arguments
in his article, and insists that this does not
make up for the damage kaitaku brought to the
Chinese population, the museum is
nevertheless influenced by such notions, and
downplays the elements of invasion in its
narrative. In the two exhibition rooms
presenting Japanese migrants’ lives in
Manchuria during the prewar and wartime
period, the museum touches little on the topic
of Japan’s “invasion”. Rather, the narrative
focuses on the fertility and prosperity of
Manchuria. In the room “To the Continent:
Chinese-Mongolian Development in Films”
(Tairiku e: eizō de miru manmō kaitaku), the
museum screens a film shot in 1940 by
Japanese migrants in the village of Kawaji,
highlighting “the vast landscape and red
sunset.”30 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn30) In the next
room, “the New Land in Manchuria, the Land
of Hope” (Shintenchi no Manshū kibō no
daichi), the museum reconstructs a typical
house that Japanese migrants lived in, and
exhibits postcards sent from Manchuria
depicting lives in the settlements.31
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn31) The two exhibition
rooms present Manchuria as a bucolic
paradise, without inquiring how Japanese
migrants established themselves there. This is

Another reason why some former migrants
support the use of the term kaitaku is the
euphemism embedded in the word, which
echoes their nostalgic sentiments towards their
migration. The word carries a positive
connotation since the word kaitaku is often
used to express concepts of modernization and
rd
progress. According to the 3 edition of
Daijirin, one of the most authoritative
dictionaries on the Japanese language, kaitaku
is often used to describe “the breakthrough
made in new areas, fields, career paths, and
people’s ability.”28 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn28)
Likewise, in the eyes of some former migrants,
the use of kaitaku acknowledges the positive
9
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generations.32 (https://apjjf.org/#_ftn32)

in stark contrast to the narratives provided in
the other four rooms, in which the suffering of
Japanese migrants in the immediate postwar
period is discussed in great detail.

In addition to its emphasis on the Japanese
migrants’ victimhood, the museum further
downplays the migrants’ role as aggressors by
praising the active resistance of some Nagano
Prefecture people against the imperial
government’s “national policy.” In its oral
history section, the museum provided a
recording donated in 1987 by Sasaki
Tadatsuna, the former village head of
Ōshimojō-mura during the 1930s. According to
the museum, Sasaki actively spoke out against
the immigration policy at the time:

The locals’ personal experiences are not only
reflected in the ambivalent attitudes towards
the notion of kaitaku, but also prompt the
museum to emphasize the victimhood of the
Japanese migrants. From the perspectives of
former migrants, their suffering in the
immediate postwar period, during which they
had to abandon their homes and flee in hunger
and cold, is itself evidence that they were
victims of the war. This emphasis is noticeable
in the official pamphlet produced by the
museum. Although the museum does not shy
away – at least not entirely – from talking about
the damage Japanese migration wrought upon
Chinese communities, it approaches this topic
in a very delicate manner. In the “greeting”
(aisatsu) section, the pamphlet provides a brief
introduction to Japanese migration to
Manchuria, emphasizing how Japanese
migrants were beguiled into migrating and
suffered in the process:

When I first visited [Manchuria] I went to
Iyasaka, and the second time I visited Chiburi. I
thought that they were under very progressive,
capitalist management. When I visited
Manchuria for the fifth time, I traveled across
Manchuria and visited different settlements.
Upon returning, I started to question [why]
Chiburi village was already able to manage [its
agriculture] for profit in the capitalist style, and
their farmlands were already well-cultivated.
Without doubt, these lands were forcefully
taken [from Chinese peasants]. In Iyasaka,
some traces of preexisting cultivation can be
found as well…As a result, I returned to Japan
with concern that these lands were
33
commandeered rather than developed.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn33)

Approximately 270,000 Japanese agricultural
migrants went abroad to the illusory country of
Manchukuo, which existed only for 13 years in
northeastern China. They are called “the
Manchurian-Mongolian Pioneering Groups.”
[Although people] went to Manchuria with
various dreams – “to become landlords of 20
chōbu [i.e. 2,000 acres],” “Manchuria is the life
line of Japan” – the sudden attack from the
Soviet Union on August 9 t h , 1945 turned
Manchuria into a battlefield. Japanese migrants
had to flee and were lost in the wilderness.
Even after the war, they were unable to return
to their motherland, and many died from
hunger and cold in refugee camps. What, then,
is the “Manchurian-Mongolian kaitaku” that
exacted heavy sacrifices on both Chinese and
Japanese? The memorial museum has been
constructed to prevent this history from
evaporating and to pass it on to future

While Sasaki’s narrative shows that landgrabbing took place between Japanese
migrants and Chinese peasants in Manchuria,
the museum does not directly address the landgrabbing practices of the Japanese migrants. In
addition, by emphasizing Japanese citizens’
resistance to the national policy, the museum
downplays, if not outright avoids, discussion
about Japanese migrants as active participants
in the expansionist national policy. Rather, it
conveniently directs the blame to “national
policy” and the aggressive imperial government
that enacted it. In this narrative, Japanese
migrants become both active resisters and
10
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returned to Japan in the postwar period, as
they had lost their land and home [in
Manchuria], and had to rebuild from scratch
35
again in a land far from their hometowns.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn35)

victims without agency. Their role as
aggressors against Chinese people is
diminished.
As described above, in representing local
interests and perspectives, the Memorial
Museum maintains an uneasy relationship with
divergent national histories in Japan. Gaining
st
momentum at the turn of the 21 century, the
tension between progressive and conservative
views of Japan’s wartime experience
reverberated not only among Japanese
scholars, but also in the mass media. Serving
diverse political agendas, various scholars and
political groups produced and promoted
34
conflicting narratives of Japan’s wartime past.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn34) Under such
circumstances, it is not surprising that the
Memorial Museum in Nagano likewise joined
the ongoing debate, albeit in a rather passive
way. In contrast to the Asahi Shinbun, the
liberal media outlet that questioned the
museum’s decision to use the term kaitaku, the
conservative mass media focused mainly on the
museum’s victimization narrative. For instance,
when Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko
visited the museum in November 2016, the
Yomiuri Shinbun provided a detailed
introduction to the museum, highlighting its
significance as a memorial to the suffering of
Japanese migrants:

The Yomiuri article depicts the Japanese
migrants as victims of the imperial government.
It is worth noting that while Yomiuri points to
the loss of home and land in Manchuria as
causing poverty among former migrants in the
postwar period, it fails to mention that many of
their farms were taken from Chinese peasants.
In this way, the Yomiuri unsettles the already
fragile balance between the two narratives
provided at the museum – the overt emphasis
on Japanese victimhood and the subtle
recognition of the migrants’ role as aggressors.
For an audience that is not able to visit the
museum and has to rely on media coverage, the
already inconspicuous voices installed at the
museum, reminding visitors of alternate
narratives, are nowhere to be found. The
museum is co-opted to speak to a national
history dictated by national political agendas
rather than by local ones.
As Nora points out, lieux de memoire in modern
societies often involve a hegemonic relationship
between national history and local memory, in
which the former subordinates the latter. “In
the past, then, there was one national history
and there were many particular memories.
Today, there is one national memory,” Nora
writes, “but its unity stems from a divided
patrimonial demand that is constantly
expanding and in search of coherence.” 3 6
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn36) In the case of the
Memorial Museum, despite its intention to
represent former migrants’ collective memory,
the media, representing the conservative
version of national history, appropriated the
museum’s narrative to advance its own political
agenda.

Many Japanese pioneers sent to Manchuria
were poor peasants, who were attracted by
propaganda that promised to give them large
farms there. Nagano Prefecture sent the most
migrants, with approximately 33,000 people
sent across the sea. Because many pioneer
groups were sent from the southern part of the
prefecture, this private museum opened to the
public in April 2013 in Achi village, which was
one of these villages [that sent out migrants].
In addition to propaganda posters for national
policy, the museum also exhibits letters and
photos sent by former migrants, unveiling the
tragedy of this history…The suffering of
Japanese migrants continued even after they

The two cases introduced in this paper examine
different dynamics through which Nora’s
11
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“search for coherence” was achieved. In the
case of the Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden,
the tension between national history and local
narratives was much more apparent than in the
case of the Memorial Museum. By presenting
an alternative story obscuring the line between
aggressor and victim, the narrative offered by
the local government at Fangzheng County
posed a direct challenge to the established
national narrative of Chinese history. The
national media, representing the official stance,
rebuked and eventually silenced the alternative
local narrative. The “coherence” of national
history was achieved by eliminating possible
alternatives.

silenced or co-opted by the national histories in
their respective countries.
In addition to this uneasy relationship with
national histories, local perspectives and
practical considerations also prevented the two
memorial sites from developing more balanced
narratives. Due to the limited scope of analysis
entailed by local perspectives, the two sites
intentionally avoided or understated the
historical facts they deemed inconvenient. As a
thanatourist site designated for Japanese
visitors, the Sino-Japanese Friendship Garden
and its newly constructed name wall presented
a narrative that downplayed Chinese suffering.
Similarly, the Memorial Museum in Nagano
Prefecture, as a lieu de memoire expressing the
locals’ personal experiences, failed to fully
address the damage Japanese migrants caused
as aggressors on foreign soil.

In the case of the Memorial Museum in
Nagano, the tension is subtler. This is largely
due to the fact that former migrants and the
national media tended to share a similar
victimhood narrative. While the museum makes
some efforts to provide critical views on the
dual identities of migrants as both victims and
aggressors, it is caught between local interests
and the conservative voices of national history.
Consequently, the national history narratives
promoted by the conservative media are able to
appropriate the convenient parts of local
narratives for their own use. In this case,
coherence was achieved not through
eliminating, but by co-opting narratives that
potentially share a similar political agenda.

A possible remedy to the dilemma memorial
sites face, I suggest, is an intervention b y
historians to treat all narratives, both national
histories and local stories, in a critical and
dialectical manner. A set of narratives that
require historians’ attention is the recollections
of former migrants in the postwar period.
Migrants’ narratives, in the form of either oral
histories in the Museum or documents in
archives, are the basis on which local
narratives
were
built.37
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn37) As stories were told
by migrants living in different parts of
Manchuria, their reflections on their
experiences are diverse and sometimes even
contradictory of one another. Under such
circumstances, different agents have, as I
demonstrate in this paper, selected, as well as
presented, some narratives over others to
promote their political agenda.

What is to Be Done? – Historians’ Intervention
through Socio-Economic Analysis
The relation between bottom-up, local
narratives and top-down, national history has
never been easy. While both the Sino-Japanese
Friendship Garden in Fangzheng County and
the Memorial Museum in Nagano Prefecture
developed their own stories regarding Japanese
migration to Manchuria, they were rendered
powerless in the face of national histories.
Neither site was really able to challenge the
national narrative. Rather, they were either

This is where historians could intervene, since
the details of the Japanese migrants’ diverse
narratives are still underexplored: even though
historians have discussed the changes in
Japanese rural life during the interwar and
12
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translators, must be acquainted with two
languages, in our case those of the present and
of the past,” Cohen argues, “and it is the need
to navigate back and forth between these two
very different realms…that is the ultimate
40
source of the tension in our work.”
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn40) Responding to
Cohen’s argument, this paper aims to show
that, in order to advance along the path of
inquiry suggested, historians should reach out
to broader audiences by organically connecting
their research with the realm of public history.

wartime years at length, such efforts have not
been made, at least not to similar extents, for
38
migrants’ communities in rural Manchuria.
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn38) Admittedly, with the
study of early 20th century Manchuria gaining
momentum in recent decades, scholars have
conducted studies on rural communities either
in Manchukuo or under direct Japanese control.
However, the existing literature on life in
Japanese settlements – or as Inomata Yusuke
puts it, the “migrants’ experiences in the
colony” (Manshū imin no shokuminchi keiken) –
focused on the economic dynamics in these
villages, and paid little attention to how the
diverse socio-economic conditions in different
settlements might contribute to migrants’
memories formed in the postwar period. 39
(https://apjjf.org/#_ftn39) To supplement the
lack of analysis on the interrelation between
migrants’ socio-economic conditions and their
postwar recollections, I suggest that it is
possible for historians to trace migrants’
experiences in the longue durée, connecting
their wartime experiences with memory
formation after 1945. With more primary
sources – from both Manchurian Railroad
Archives and Manchukuo documents – made
available, this line of inquiry is feasible and
potentially fruitful.
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Certainly, the land-grabbing practices of the Japanese migrants not only targeted the HanChinese population, but also the ethnic Mongolians and Manchurians (among whom Korean
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migrants might have been included). Recognizing this point, I use “Chinese,” “Chinese
peasant,” and “Chinese farmers” in this paper to refer to locals, including both Han ethnics
and non-Han groups, in Manchuria.
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